SERGIO TACCHINI
REMIX TENNIS COLLECTION

Milan, August 2015 – The US Open 2015 is the diary date for launch of the new Sergio
Tacchini tennis collection: Tennis REMIX.
A line with urban inspiration, featuring many shades of grey that copy the concrete and
tarmac of metropolises like NYC, drawn on by the brand’s style office for both colours
and graphics, reminiscent of the steel structures of today’s skyscrapers.
The techno-fabric polo is in jersey spandex, soft and excellent for high-level
performance, with inserts in stretch mesh on inside sleeves under the armpits for
maximum breathability. Quick-dry treatment guarantees fast drying and helps
immediate wicking away of perspiration for an optimum, always-dry feel. The ribbon
inside the collar picks up on the colour of the sublimation print graphics.
The shorts are in quick-dry mechanical stretch techno fabric, therefore stretch not due
to elasticised fibres but the result of special working of the fabric’s own warp. The very
soft feel of the garment is thanks to soft-touch fabric, light and extremely fine to ensure
wearer comfort. There are mesh inserts on both the inside leg and on the back of the
shorts, where a strip in mesh runs around the stretch waistband, leaving muscles
greater freedom for better elasticity and maximum garment performance. The samecolour graphics on the shorts have stripes and geometric shapes with urban impact.
The line is rounded out by a tracksuit in quick-dry mechanical stretch techno fabric
with colour blocking on the chest. The softness of the garment is guaranteed by soft
touch treatment.
The sock in this collection is innovative compared to normal sports socks. It is a highperformance technical garment with double thickness towelling sole, soft and
breathable. The leg and the back of the sock are in Drytex, a material that improves

and speeds up absorption of perspiration from the foot, keeping it dry. The sock is
given an anti-bacteria treatment for better protection and hygiene.
Cap, bandana and wristbands round out the line, on sale from the online store
www.sergiotacchini.com from 26 August 2015.

